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Executive Summary
The following user evaluation report includes the methodology, insights and
recommendations revolving around the conducted user testing session. The
purpose for this evaluation was to narrow down insights given by participating
user testers to be considered for the usability aspect for the advanced interaction
design project. In the context of the type of interaction that the project entails
in the high f idelity prototype, the user testing session conditions were adjusted
to suit the evaluation process. Insights and results would not be recorded and
accompanied by measurable means according to conventional methods of user
testing. Instead it took parts of recommended formats such as the questionnaire
followed by observations. The insights f rom the user testers were gathered
and broken down in relation to the actions they chose to perform during their
experience. It was important to allow the user testers to remain impulsive as this
would result in genuine user journeys accurate to their own unique experiences
without any prior knowledge of how the prototype is used. Further investigation
into the feedback gathered f rom their time with the prototype is done before
exploring the recommendations provided by the user testers. These include
both the successful aspects of the design’s current build and suggestions for
potential improvements in other areas. To summarise the project prototype’s
primary interactions, they were evaluated to be convincingly successful due
to the core ludic experience it provided based on past iterative concepts. The
tactile combination of button and joystick inputs provided users with the means
to f idget with a ragdoll character within the Fidget Sandbox. The user testers
responded well to the layout of the controls on the device and its simplicity which
contributed to its overall usability. Although, there was a major f inding in that
the movement controls did not properly correspond to the ragdoll character’s
camera perspective. Finally, Fidget Sandbox’s developed levels in its current
build was praised as a result of the satisfaction that was brought by interacting
with the physics objects presented throughout these spaces.
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Introduction
Overview of Final Design Concept
The Fidget Sandbox was inspired by fidget gadgets and devices which target
people who experience anxiety. This project aims to address this demographic
while also incorporating a visual aspect into the experience. Fidgeting by itself
is only a temporary method of relieving anxiety and stress with no real outcome.
The design concept introduces a game-like component to correspond with fidget
inputs. In this case the user is now a player in control of a virtual ‘ragdoll’ character
within a 3D box environment complete with interactive physics objects. Although
the Fidget Sandbox is created using a game engine, the experience overall is not
meant to present a clear objective for the player to achieve. The design concept
purely focuses on a satisfying interactive experience evoked through using the
fidget device.
Summary of Technical Elements/Interactivity
To achieve the desired interactive elements a combination of Arduino and Unity
programs were utilised. Arduino involves hardware programming allowing
inputs such as buttons and joysticks to communicate to a computer system and
its respective keyboard commands. The interactivity for this project depends
on enabling the Arduino hardware to successfully input to the computer as a
keyboard, resulting in the inputs being used in the Unity engine. The visual aspect
for this experience is developed in Unity which allows the creation of 3D games
and also includes a built-in interactive physics that is also integral to the project.
The design physical device consisting of the Arduino hardware was inspired by
the fidget cube which houses different tactile inputs on each of its sides. The
prototype in particular only includes several buttons with an accompanying
joystick module that will be binded to player controls in the Fidget Sandbox game.
Interacting with the in-game character prioritises free movement in the form of
walking and jumping in any direction within the level boundaries. Affected by the
gravity and physics systems the player can collide with objects throughout the
space and enjoy the reactive forces inflicted by them.
Goals/Aim/Focus for Usability Testing
•
•
•
•
•

Usability (Device)
Gameplay (Responsiveness)
Camera orientation
Level design (Player space)
Overall Experience (Ludic)

Methodology/Process
Overview of User Testing Methods
The user evaluation process for the prototype does not include in depth
scenarios that are controlled to focus on specif ic elements. Instead, the testers
go through the experience themselves and point out anything relating to
the design that could be ref ined and developed further through a response
in a question and answer format. This allows their criticisms to be impartial
therefore more suitable to more general audiences and not just the target
demographic consisting of those with severe anxiety. The tasks that they
perform are observed and any identif ied feedback is noted simultaneously.
Additionally, it’s important to note that the current prototype only implements
functionality and is not yet in an iteration which categorises it as a proper
f idgeting gadget. This is due to size constraints of the prototype influenced
by the recommended hardware components used for this project. Other
than the responsiveness of the device controls, user testing puts emphasis
towards the Fidget Sandbox game that has been developed.
Outline of Session Design
Designing the user testing session did not need any further considerations
regarding the approach and preferred methods. The prototype was set
up with the control device plugged in and the game already launched on
a laptop. The testers would come in and start interacting with the current
iteration of the prototype experience and the methods would follow suit to
gather insights. They would respond to questions in a brief discussion about
what they liked, did not like, and what felt could be better.
Details of User Testing Session
Relevant feedback was received during the user testing session which proved
to be valuable during the late stages of development. The current build
of the game at the time of testing still had missing elements but did not
disrupt the core experience during the session. The control device design was
constructed to resemble a f idget cube which could be used with only one
hand. Elements such as the player camera, the layout of the controls on the
device as well as some level features were the main areas that were identif ied
to be ref ined further or at least tweaked to suit a popular preference.

Insights/Results
Fidget Sandbox was developed to fulf il the ludic aspect of the project with
the control device acting as the bridge to the interactivity. The ideal scenario
for the user would be to not go over a few minutes per session of use. For
example, a brief period of time where the user is required to wait, or is in
between routine tasks, or perhaps on public transport. The user testing
session allows users to experience the prototype build as it is with basic but
high f idelity functionality and proof of the design concept. Tasks that were
entirely dependent on the user’s level of intuition during their experience. By
design, there is no clear cut goal for them to pursue which is why the whole
ludic and satisfying outcomes come f rom their own methods of discovery.
The level environments in the Fidget Sandbox itself were put together
with this approach in mind. The idea is to present the users with a virtual
playground in the sense that there would be opportunities for replayability
without relying on the interaction component entirely.
As soon as the user took control of the ragdoll character they were spawned in
one of the three main level spaces. The interactive physics objects consisted
of a large amount of floating and rotating cubes as well as rolling spheres.
The f irst thing that users did during the test was to get a grasp for the way
the ragdoll character responded to the control inputs on the control device.
It was evident that the joystick module immediately got associated with
standard movements such as being able to move the ragdoll character in
all directions. This presented a slight technical setback where the direction
of movement did not match the camera orientation. Essentially the controls
would feel more inverted the more the ragdoll character moved throughout
the gameplay spaces. This however, would not have too much of a negative
impact on the experience as users adjusted to the unpredictability of the
movement during the session.
It was a common trend that the users became quite intuitive and got used
to the gameplay inputs fairly quickly, which made it natural for them to
collide the ragdoll character with the physics objects. This was the part of
the user testing session which attracted the most attention. The reactions to
the physics system provided by the Unity engine proved to be an effective
interactive element. Adding the discovery aspect to the way the level spaces
were put together, it was important that there would not be any instances
of loading screens or interruptions that halted the user in any way. Certain
walls are visually distinguished by different colours depending on the current
room the user was currently in. These walls would allow the user to seamlessly
phase through into another room which would also have a different setup
of the physics objects giving variety to the experience. Responses f rom the
users involved an appreciation for an extensive level of ‘f reedom’ and ‘play’
with each being pleasantly surprised with their experience.

Recommendations
Apparent successes with the design in its current form
Plenty of aspects in the design of the current build and state resulted in
positive insights for the user evaluation. The design’s goal in terms of a core
experience that brought satisfaction to the user within a compact time f rame
was successful overall. The visual elements such as the ragdoll character were
specif ically incorporated to provide the user with a visual reference to their
movements whatever it may be. The animations and the skeletal makeup of
the 3D ragdoll character model provided these necessary reference points
such as the arms and legs, which would then result in a more gratifying and
playful interaction to the physics objects. Unity’s built-in physics system
which was applied to the objects placed throughout the gameplay spaces
gave that level of anticipation because of the collision systems that would
activate at each point of interaction between the ragdoll character and the
object. These instances of bounce and spring behaviours that the objects
would trigger were successful for the current build.
Aspects of the design to be further improved
The main takeaway f rom the user testing session would be the disconnect
between the ragdoll character’s camera perspective and the orientation of
the movement inputs. While it did not affect the experience signif icantly it
was clear that something as simple as both the camera and movement are
equally integral to the responsiveness. Other suggestions that could improve
the design were directly aimed towards level layouts that could enhance
user satisfaction. One of these suggestions included a level space inspired
by children’s ball pits. This was a suggestion which revealed a whole range
of possibilities for levels to be obstacle-like in their design. It was pointed
out by one of the users that the television show Wipeout would be a cool
source of inspiration for future levels to be implemented if the project was
not hindered by time constraints.

